The #1 Best Selling Low Lying Fog Generator!

- Huge low lying heavy fog output
- Fog stays low – will not rise and set off smoke detectors
- 4 step flow rate control and water level indicator
- Ducting hose and adaptor optional extras
- Durable, heat resistant exterior
- Perfect for weddings and events

The traditional dry ice smoke machine, the Peasouper is lightweight yet powerful. The rate of smoke flow is easily controlled, and the unit’s 9kg dry ice capacity gives approximately 5 minutes of heavy fog production. Two loads can be used before the water needs re-heating.

Very simple to use, the Peasouper is more powerful than dry ice smoke machines twice its size, has twice the capacity as its nearest competitor, yet still costs less to purchase! The flow rate is controlled by a four-step ratchet system which allows output variation through the front nozzle, for which a ducting adaptor and ducting hose are available.

Dry ice, which can be purchased from various suppliers around the country, is solid carbon dioxide, heavier than air, thus creating a thick, cold, low lying blanket of fog which is odourless and non-toxic, for that atmospheric 'walking on clouds' affair.

*The market leading heavy fog generator, manufactured in Britain for more than 30 years.*

ORDER ONLINE NOW    www.smokemachines.net

Pea Soup

01642 769952    www.smokemachines.net

QUALITY ASSURED

MADE IN BRITAIN